
TELEVISION BOON OR BANE

Television is an ocean of entertainment, knowledge and information, but many people think that it is an idiot box and that
watching T.V. is.

It is a boon, if you watch only good and useful programmes and learn something from it, but it is a curse if
you keep watching it, forgetting everything else! It broadcasts news, music, interviews of famous people,
different programs, and a variety of other things. They can learn a lot of new things from the channels that
telecast very good quality educational and informative content related to education, like science, engineering,
wildlife, history, geography, and culture. Television is a dramatic creative activity of scientific discipline in
the universe of engineering. You may also be interested in the following: television boon or bane How to cite
this page Choose cite format:. It has helped in the globalization of various sports and has also created the era
movies. But we cannot derive full advantage from reading, if our choice is not good. The people who are ill or
who are disabled to go out can pass their time by watching television. The programmes for farmers enlighten
them latest ideas and techniques in their field. Others like to discuss various topics and find pleasure in it. In
addition you can start recycling, because it does lead to less cutting of trees! They abstain from classes to see
cricket matches. All Television is educational Television. The sex, violence, rapes, murders, cheap dances and
obscene scenes shown in TV series and films simply pollute the minds of the youth. Everything has boons and
banes so television also has many boons and banes. It is through the reading of books that we learn to love
virtue and hate sin. A bane is a thing that ruins or spoils; a deadly poison. Watching excessively much
telecasting can be deleterious to our eyes and wellness. In the village, it is an exciting time when everyone
gathers around the TV to see a movie featuring their favorite actor or actress. Children in their young age are
subjected to cartoons and movies that provoke children to use violence leading into bad habits. Great is the
blessing of books. TV Can Also Be a Bane unfortunately, what could be a boon can turn out to be a bane,
something harmful and even poisonous. But television has sometimes been misused by students. The question
is: what is it teaching? Teaching and learning of lessons are made easy through educational telecasts for
students of schools and colleges. Some books are such that instead of doing any good; they do positive harm
to the readers. Live telecast of national and international events are seen by the people in the television. TV
may amuse us with its cute ads, but it has done much to create a materialistic society. Essay Topic: Television
Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! After spending long hours on studies students get tired
then they can easily relax by watching good movies or serials as entertainment. It makes people idle and is
also turning them into couch potatoes. No one can question the truth of this saying. In the light of our brief
review of just a few aspects of the question, can television be considered a bane or a boon, a curse or a
blessing? It has made a child from an irresistible force to an immovable object. However, it has been argued
that the invention of the television was a mistake and that television has become one of the most baneful
machines that man has created. In humans deforested as much land as in the five years before. As if this were
not enough, the forests are homes for many important species, which are close to extinction. Television is bad
for students: Television programmes are running around the clock and the number of channels has been only
growing. Students love to watch television almost on daily basis and they view different kinds of programmes
which have different kinds of impact on them.


